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Usin g th is e b ook : t i p s
• There is lots of helpful information on downloading, opening and reading this ebook (and transferring
it to your iPad) on our website. Go to:
https://www.vivebooks.com/important-info/
and
https://www.vivebooks.com/faq/.
• On a computer, (Mac or PC) read this ebook using Adobe Reader. Your computer may have other
programs set as the default pdf reader but they are
unlikely to play the embedded video. Download and
install the latest version of Adobe Reader.
• Browse through this ebook by scrolling through
the pages as with any document, or by using the
Adobe Reader Bookmarks (like an interactive contents list) and page Thumbnails – they will take you
quickly to the chapter, project or page you need
when you click on that page or project in the list.
These Bookmarks and Thumbnails are activated
by clicking on their icons (looking like tiny pages) at the top left of your Adobe Reader window.

Tamara fascinator

• The Contents list on page 3 is interactive. Click • Use the search facility to find specific words.
on any of the chapters in the list to go to that page.
• To play a video, click on its image. You may
• Use links to go directly to other pages within this be directed to download and install Flash player – if
ebook or to web pages. Click on the links, shown in so, do this. Wait a few seconds for the video to start.
blue, eg: Kokoberi's website to go to that website A controller will appear underneath so that you can
(when online).
play/start/stop etc. To close the video and go back to
the pages, click on the top right corner of the video
• So that you can quickly find the page you screen.
were last viewing, activate the 'Previous View' and
'Next View' buttons on your toolbar, to act like • Copy the PDF file to your computer's hard disk,
the Back and Forward button on your Internet if you bought it on a disk – it will work faster from
browser. Go to View > Show/Hide > Toolbar Items there. If you have any problems printing from this file
> Page Navigation, and select the Previous View or viewing the video, the first thing to try is downand Next View tools to appear on your toolbar. loading and installing the latest version of Adobe
Reader (even if you already have the latest version).
• Use the zoom tool to zoom in on close-up
details in photographs, and see them greatly en- • On iPhone, iPad, Android devices and Kindle Fire,
larged. Activate the 'Marquee zoom' to drag currently the best pdf reader is ezPDFReader, which
a box around the area you want to enlarge. will play the embedded video (Adobe Reader for
these devices will not play the embedded video, at
• Print out pages for easy and portable reference.The time of publication of this ebook). For more informapages print out well on A4 and US Letter paper sizes. tion, see www.vivebooks.com.
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I n t ro d u c t i on

Fascinators are fascinating! They are exciting to look
at, and to make. You will love it. I remember seeing
these beautiful decorative hair accessories on TV,
magazines and at weddings. Each time I wished I could
own one, probably make it myself. I’m sure you’ve had
the same thought, hence you’re reading this.

your preferred way of dressing that you are most
comfortable with. You probably have one that you
use when choosing your outfits. Once you’ve identified it, you can then make a fascinator that goes well
with the rest of your style. Wouldn’t it be great to
come up with a headpiece that looks awesome but
also suits you and your personality? Yes, a fascinator
In this ebook, you have step-by-step instructions should leave you feeling confident about yourself.
on how to design and make a fascinator. I guide
you through the process of choosing materials and You will learn different ways of making the decorative
embellishments and then working with them using parts such as flowers; how to arrange feathers, or use
various techniques. So whether you have already an beads for embellishments and laces to create a mood.
attempted your own creations or this is your first
time, it will be easy to follow.
All these instructions are shown using illustrations,
photos and video clips, so everything is clear, straightBefore getting on to the creation part, it is important forward and simple. Eventually you will come up with
that you know your personal style. With this I mean your own creative ideas and styles of working.  
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introduction
Wha t i s a f a s cinato r?

because the decoration is focused on one little area
so it allows your face to be seen in full, adding to your
A fascinator is a hair accessory made of decorative already beautiful existing features. An attractive fasciflowers, feathers, lace, and/or beads, fastened onto the nator makes other people focus on your face when
hair with a comb or clip.  You could say it is a smaller they’re talking to you.
version of a hat, but more delicate and covering a
very small part of the head.
And really, who wants to get their hair done only
to cover it under a large hat? Don’t get me wrong,
I find fascinators more precise and prettier than hats have their place and they work well to fulfil their
hats, and I’m sure am not the only one. This could be purpose – but fascinators can be more flexible.

LINKS
See also my video Introduction to
this ebook on YouTube.
I would love to hear about your
projects. Contact me through my
website, Kokoberi Bespoke Headpieces or my Facebook page.

An attractive fascinator makes people focus on your face when they are talking to you
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Choose your Fascinator

Daniella has a
Sinamay base and
Sinamay flowers
Sin am ay Fascin ator

Here is a summary of the different fascinators you
will find in this ebook.They have been carefully picked
out to show diversity in style and material.

Sinamay is a natural material that can be manipulated into different shapes, which is why it is used to
From my experience in making customised headpiec- make most fascinators and hats. Before Sinamay, hat
es, it’s clear that everyone has a slightly different taste. makers and milliners used buckram, a highly stiffened/
Some like elaborate, 'hyped' designs while others starched cotton.
prefer simple versions that don't draw too much
attention. And there is plenty of variation between Sinamay is often used to make the base of a fascinator, but it can also be used for other features such
these two extremes.
as flowers and bows. Working with Sinamay can be
So the main aim is to find out which one best fits challenging, but it becomes easier when you underyour character and personality. For each type of fas- stand its natural structure, so this is all explained, and
cinator, I have included two different designs.
shown in video clips. See Sofia and Daniella..
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choose your fascinator

Regina has a pink veil and flower
Fa sc i n a t o r w i th a Ve il

find your style
Knowing who you are and finding your
own style is the basis of making your own
fascinator. Because the fascinator sits
right next to your face, it is important
that it becomes an extension of your
identity.
The goal is to get something that reflects
you as closely as possible

Veils are used on many fascinators, elaborate or
simple, bringing their own atmosphere to a piece.
There are different types of veils available, so you can
choose what suits your style. All types are attached
to a fascinator in more or less the same way, which I
explain in detail.
See Regina and Mia fascinators.
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choose your fascinator

Cocktail fascinator Wendi has sequins and a piece of veil
made into a stylised bow
C o c k t a i l Fa s c i nato r
find your style
Style is not like fashion, that
we’re supposed to follow
whether it suits us or not.
Your style is connected to your
personality, something that
comes from within.

For me, a cocktail fascinator is a simply styled piece,
which is very chic at the same time. It doesn’t stand out
as the central statement of an outfit, but completes it
harmoniously. Such pieces are suitable for personalities that don’t like to stand out in a crowd but still
want to look the part.
See Wendi and Felicia fascinators.
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choose your fascinator

Tamara has no base – it is a group of flowers attached to a small piece of felt
Ba se l e s s Fa s c i nato r
This type of fascinator doesn't have an obvious base,
and can look more like a hair decoration. It could
be a large flower or a group of flowers with added
embellishments. To make a baseless piece, you will
learn skills such as how to make your own flowers,
how to add feathers and arrange them, how to work
with beads and also how to create your own flower
patterns.
See Tamara and Lolita fascinators.
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find your style
If you don't yet know your style,
don’t worry as you can create it!
Take a pen and paper and start by
describing yourself, in words
and pictures

choose your fascinator

Zoe is definitely a show-stopper, with a flower, feathers,
veiling and strong contrasting colours
T hea t r i c a l / A s t o n R a ce Fas cina t o r
This is the show-stopper category! These fascinators
are for people who are brave enough to own their
look. Such headpieces will rarely go unnoticed, so
they shine when worn with confidence.

use your style
Use your style as a guideline for
your choice of clothes, so they
will go with your fascinator. The
fascinator is only a small piece
in a large composition – which is
your whole outfit.

I show you how to exaggerate the size or colour of
decorative elements, using different materials to bring
out the drama needed for this kind of headpiece.
See Zoe and Vanessa fascinators.
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choose your fascinator

Annette, in shabby chic style, has a layered lace flower,
pink lace ribbons and a large bow
S ha bby C h i c Fa s cinato r
'Shabby chic' style, as the name suggests, is ideal for
a laid-back personality, but this type of fascinator can
still be stunning. You can wear a shabby chic fascinator almost as part of your everyday wardrobe, just to
brighten up a dull day or make yourself feel good.  You
don't need the excuse of a special occasion.
See Annette and Cristal fascinators.
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use your style
A well chosen fascinator should
complement you, make you feel
good and help you to exude
confidence.

choose your fascinator
Wha t S u i t s You?
Knowing who you are and finding your own style
is the basis of making your own fascinator. Because
the fascinator sits right next to your face, it is so
important that it becomes an extension of your
identity.The goal is to get something that reflects you
as closely as possible.
•

Style is not like fashion, that we’re supposed to
follow whether it suits us or not. Your style is
connected to your personality, something that
comes from within.

•

Your style complements your features and your
emotions, and allows you to be comfortable. It
helps to express what 'makes you tick'.

•

If you already have 'your style' that you normally
use when choosing your wardrobe, stick with it.

I wear a mixed range of bright colours, such as these pink
flowers that complement my summer dress

f i n d yo u r s t y l e

If you don't yet know your style, don’t worry as you
can create it! Take a pen and paper and start by de- u s e y o u r s t y l e
Once you have found your style, use it to guide your
scribing yourself, in words and pictures:
choice of clothes, so they will go with your fascinator.
• character
Remember that the fascinator it is only a small piece
in a large composition – which is your whole outfit.
• life style
Tweak your new-found style until you find what suits
• likes and dislikes
you best. Your style might change with time, which is
normal. Style does evolve. Be open-minded and enjoy
• body type
whichever direction it may take you.
•

anything that describes you

Once you have your style, picking a colour is easy!
Colours change according to your outfit, mood or
Be sincere with yourself, there is no wrong or right. the season. I like all colours although I sometimes say
Put all these down on one page where you can see that green is my favourite. You will find me wearing
everything at a glance.Take inspiration from the things a mixed range of bright colours, especially during
that surround you and your favourite activities, such winter as it cheers me up.
as books, magazines, TV programmes and music.
You might also think of a fascinator as an accessory
You could make a mind map or a mood board: by that should match your outfit. I read somewhere that
drawing and/or cutting out pictures from magazines, you should choose your accessories like you choose
or by using free online tools.Try Pinterest, where you your friends – carefully so they’ll stick with you
can collect pictures online and place them in different through good and bad times. They complement you,
mood boards.  
make you feel good and help you to exude confidence.
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Ch o o s in g M a t e r i a l s
Here are some of the materials I normally use. You
will also discover others that you’ll want to experiment with. Don’t limit yourself! Materials and techniques can be varied to create completely different
effects.

easy as the design can be seen through the fabric.
Organza flowers can be very realistic because the
colour changes with the angle of the light as the
wearer moves.  After cutting, the edges can be sealed
as with satin.

Most of these materials can be found in your local
fabric and haberdashery shops. You may find bargains
in markets, bazaars or charity shops, or on websites
such as eBay. We only need small pieces of fabric,
usually less than a metre/yard.

Sin am ay

C o t t o n a n d C a lico

Sinamay is used for making fascinator bases, flowers
and bows (see Suppliers).

Sinamay is a unique natural fabric made from the very
strong processed stalks of the abaca tree, a banana
palm found mostly in the Philippines. It is available in
various grades, weaves and textures. It can be stiffened
The fabrics used in fascinators are mainly for making to hold a shape, or can be left soft and pliable – the
flowers. So your choice depends on the kind of flower, stiffened form is the most useful for fascinators. The
natural fibre holds dye very well.
and the technique.

I like cotton fabric because its natural fibre allows for
easy dying, and stiffening with starch. Sometimes you Working with Sinamay can be tricky, but my step-byneed to dye your fabric because the right shade is not step instructions and videos give a straightforward
available. Calico is similar, but looks coarser and can guide to its use.
be much cheaper than fine cotton.
S a t in
Satin is perfect for making flowers because it has
a shiny outer surface and comes in many bright
colours. After cutting satin, I seal the edges in a candle
flame to prevent fraying, especially when cutting satin
circles for making flowers. Pass the edges over the
candle flame, moving quickly to avoid burning the
fabric. Always take great care when using a candle,
and blow it out when leaving the room.
If the edges are not sealed, most of the time they
don't fray very much and sometimes you will want
to fray the edges intentionally, to create the shabby
chic look.
Organza
Organza is a thin, sheer fabric traditionally made from
silk but now made from synthetic fibres. Like satin,
it can be found in various colours. Its sheer nature
gives interesting effects and makes tracing patterns
14

The pale pink strips of Sinamay on Sofia were dry folded.
The darker pink material is crin

M ak in g F l ow e r s
Fabric flowers feature frequently in fascinator designs,   
You can buy ready made flowers in silk, organza or
velvet, etc, but I prefer to make my own so I can
achieve the exact size, colour and texture I need.This
is definitely worth the extra work! The fascinators
in this ebook have flowers made of various fabrics
such as Sinamay, crin or felt. Instructions for these
techniques are given here and referred to in the instructions for the fascinators, so it's a good idea to
familiarise yourself with this section.
Here, I demonstrate in video clips some basic tech- Tamara is a simple collection of hand-made fabric flowers
niques for making flowers. I show how to make
5-petalled (see Regina) and 10-petalled flowers using
simple circles cut out of fabric. These are used in than ribbon. The size of the finished flower depends
Tamara, Lolita and Vanessa.
on the length and width of the strip of fabric. In Zoe,
for instance, I have used yellow tulle to make a very
Then I demonstrate making a ribbon flower by large rose using this technique.
folding, rolling and winding the ribbon, and stitching
it in place to form a flower shape. Use this technique The final flower technique is making a lace flower
to make flowers from strips of various fabrics other from several layers, as used in Annette.

Video: Making a 5-petalled Flower

20

D an iel l a

24

daniella
Daniella from above, showing the
flowers made of Sinamay, with
stamens made of twisted wire
and beads

learn how to:

Daniella fascinator is made almost entirely of Sinamay.
It has a Sinamay base, with seven cone-shaped flowers
made of Sinamay, plus a large bow at the back.You will
learn how to fold and handle Sinamay as you work –
it gets easier with a little practice.
The flower 'stamens' are made of twisted wire and
beads, and the final touch is a group of green and
yellow patterned feathers, giving a softness to the
entire design.

Daniella has a Sinamay bow at the back, and a small
bunch of feathers to soften the design
25

•

Use Sinamay, with the rolled
edge technique

•

Twist wire with beads for
embellishment

•

Arrange feathers

•

Use a comb as a fastener

•

Arrange components into a
pleasing composition

daniella

The finished Daniella fascinator

32

Re g i n a

33

regina

Our second model wears Regina with the veil covering more of
the face. Wear your fascinator to suit your own personal style

40

Mi a

41

mia

The layered fascinator Mia worn with the veil covering
part of the face.
Mia fascinator is put together in several layers: veiling,
lace, a satin flower and a ceramic flower. This gives
texture and a sophisticated 3-dimensional effect,
but is surprisingly easy to create and gives various
options for the wearer, as you can see in our two
model shots.
In the photo above, the model is wearing Mia low
down, with the veil covering part of the face, whereas
on the previous page the model wears Mia higher, so
the veil is simply one of the fascinator's decorative
elements.
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learn how to:

•

Make and embellish a fabric flower

•

Fold and gather veiling and lace

•

Attach a flower and comb to a veil

Felicia

46

felicia

Vintage-style fascinator Felicia relies on its large felt bow
for design impact
Felicia is a good example of a simple vintage style,
using only a few carefully chosen materials, with contrasting textures: tulle, felt, veiling and the metallicgold Sinamay base.
The bold red felt bow is the centre piece, and it
balances all the other features well. Felt is an excellent
choice of fabric for a large bow as it holds its shape
so well.
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learn how to:

•

Make a felt bow

•

Make and use a decorative tulle feature

•

Work with different textures

Sof i a

52

sofia

Sofia is modern and airy
The airy Sofia was inspired by the flowing lines of
modern architecture. It uses just two materials:
Sinamay and crin.
The base is a double bow made of crin, and above is
a bow-like shape made of bias-cut strips of Sinamay.
The whole creation is delicately embellished with an
old silver brooch at the centre. You can see exactly
how to make these shapes in the photos and videos.
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learn how to:

•

Make a double bow from crin

•

Make a decorative feature from dry
bias-cut Sinamay strips

•

Create a balanced composition from two
shapes

Lo lita

59

lolita

Cocktail fascinator Lolita contrasts bright feathers with a
dark organza flower
Lolita fascinator relies on the contrast between
the textures and colours of its two main features:
a bunch of bright yellow feathers and a dramatically
dark organza flower.The base is a simple piece of felt.
The ball-shaped flower has eight petals and is made
using the same technique as the 10-petalled flower
(see video).
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learn how to:

•

Make an organza flower

•

Make a simple base from felt

•

Arrange feathers

T amara
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tamara

Baseless fascinator Tamara is made from three cotton
flowers in different sizes and colours
Tamara is the simplest of designs: three flowers made
of different cotton fabrics, attached to a clip. There
is no base, just a small piece of felt. Pick your fabric
carefully to achieve the colours you want, or dye your
own fabric.This is a great idea for making a fascinator
to match an outfit such as a bridesmaid's dress – it
needs just a few scraps of the dress fabric.  

learn how to:

The flowers have eight petals and are made using the
same basic technique as the 10-petalled flower (see
video), but the petals are made not from circles but
from  flower shapes in three different sizes.
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•

Make a cotton flower using a shaped
template

•

Make a simple base from felt

•

Arrange a bunch of flowers

Cri s t al
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cristal

Cristal features satin roses, beads, lace, feathers and a Sinamay base,
to make the most of the contrasting shapes, colours and textures
Cristal is another 'shabby chic' fascinator, but this
time the look is darker and more retro.The two satin
roses are made from strips of fabric (or you could use
ribbon) and a simple folding technique (see video).
These are teamed with a turquoise lace flower, a few
elegant feathers and a knot of beads, to make a group
of contrasting textures.  
The design elements of this fascinator are set to one
side of the base, so that the exposed Sinamay introduces another contrasting colour and texture.  .
77

learn how to:

•

Make roses from folded strips of fabric or
ribbon

•

Make a different lace flower

•

Create effective compositions from
various elements and textures

We n di

83

wendi

Cocktail fascinator Wendi features sequinned embroidery motifs cut
from lace and glued to a Sinamay base
Wendi's unusual design is created by cutting motifs
from sequin embroidered lace. It looks extremely
sophisticated but is one of the simplest fascinators
in our collection, because it uses minimal materials
attached only with glue and a few stitches for the veil.
The effectiveness of this idea lies once again in the
contrast of textures, colours and surfaces: shiny dark
sequins against the matt surface of the Sinamay base,
set off by a jaunty piece of veil and a few beads.
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learn how to:

•

Apply decorative cut-out motifs to a
Sinamay base

•

Create a design from just a few elements
that work well together

M at il d a W a r r

Matilda Warr runs her own accessory design
company, Kokoberi Bespoke Headpieces, from
her base in Birmingham, UK. Her designs focus on
handmade flowers of various materials, customised
for each of her clients. Some of her designs are also
sold through Sapelle, a stockist in London and the
USA. She is inspired by Haute Couture.

In May 2014 Kokoberi was chosen as a finalist for the
Midlands Fashion Awards in the UK.
Matilda has a wide experience in design, having
worked as an interior designer and a graphic designer.
She also has a degree in Integrated Design, from
Germany.
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